ZEN Air Curtain
Design and Customization

Aware of the importance that the visual impact has in today's society, Airtècnics have managed to combine to perfection the highest technology with the more exclusive beauty.

Decorative, minimalist and elegant, the new ZEN air curtain makes it the favorite of architects and designers to include in their projects. Apart from seamlessly integrate into any space, ZEN can become an active part of the decor and premises ambience offering more features than a standard air curtain.

On several occasions, the front panel has been used to signal an exit or indicate a path (as is the case of Barcelona airport). Many other times it has also been customised to include one or more clocks, textures, logos, backlighting, brand names, slogans, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zen 1000</td>
<td>1220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 1500</td>
<td>1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 2000</td>
<td>2120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen 2500</td>
<td>2620</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Versatility
and customisation

Decorative curtain air ZEN is fashionable.

With a central steel structure finished in black paint RAL 9913 and anodized aluminum front panels as standard.

Available in other colors, stainless steel AISI 304 glossy, matte or brushed. Special finishes with other materials such as aged metal, wood, glass, PVC / PES, logos, signage, graphics, lights, clocks, vinyl, slogans, etc.

ZEN, with anodized aluminum panels, Bishopsgate Office Building, London (UK)
Standard Line

Standard Line includes by default the anodized aluminum panels finish. Optionally, there is the possibility of color painting customization, either the panels or the whole casing.

Material: Aluminum Anodized, RAL Palette
Stainless Steel Line

Stainless Steel Line provides different surface finishes, from satin to polished (mirror effect). A unique, aesthetic material highly chosen by architects and interior designers.

Material: Stainless Steel
Signage Line

Signage Line is the perfect example of multifunctional versatility. ZEN panels allow the placement of informative graphics and multiple applications acting as an active architectural signage element.

Material: Vinyl, informative signage applications
Lettering Line allows the placement of multiple kinds of 3D letters and messages in different materials, either corporative or decorative, allowing backlit luminary applications.

Material: PVC, Methacrylate, Luminary applications, etc.
Image Line provides infinite graphic customization possibilities. Corporative or creative panel decoration, either using cut vinyls or full panel images. How far does your imagination go?

1 Logotypes
2 Ornaments
3 Full Panel Images

Material: Vinyl
Decorative Metals Line provides an elegant and luxurious finish thanks to the sobriety of stainless steel and other decorative metals. It offers the possibility to customize stainless steel surfaces with many colors, textures, polished or acid etching.

Material: Electrochemical Colored Stainless Steel

(*) Corten - Rust Steel Finish
Wood Line 1

Wood Line 1 uses real solid wood for a perfect integration in classic interiors, emblematic buildings or environments decorated in wood. Multiple finishes and possibility to manufacture the panels in any wood required.

Material: Wood

1. Wengue
2. Oak Ash
3. Walnut
4. Cedar
5. Oak Rustic
6. Cherry Tree
7. Teka
8. Oak White
Wood Line 2 (patterns)

Wood Line 2 product range offers fashionable wood patterns combining an elegant appearance with a modern finishing touch.

Material: HIPS + Printed Pattern
Floral Line beautiful patterns are the perfect candidates to embellish the surrounding environment, providing a wide range of colors and finishes.

Material: HIPS + PU-Leather
**Vintage Line**

Vintage Line gives a naturalistic appearance and classic touch, perfect for eclectic environments and contemporary applications.

- 1. Lace Black Platin
- 2. Lace Brown
- 3. Lace White Platin
- 4. Fleur
- 5. Monsoon White Black
- 6. Monsoon White Brown
- 7. Bronze / Copper
- 8. Vintage Silver

Material: HIPS + Printed Pattern / PU-Leather
Screen Line offers trendy high tenacity polyester screen coatings, with wide range of colors and textures.

Material: Polyscreen
Leather Line designs incorporate classic, smooth leather versions, reptile looks, furs, decorative seams and leather surfaces in shimmering metallic colours.

Material: HIPS + PU-Leather
Metal Line provides a wide variety of decorative textured stainless steels, with patterned eye-catcher designs.

Material: Stainless Steel AISI 304 (AISI 316 depending on models)
Stucco Line enables the creation of unique designs distinguished by its elegance and a perfect integration with interior design and architecture.

Material: Microcement Coating
Kaleido Line mirror tiled surfaces with a stylish mosaic look, perfect for the decoration of exclusive fashion and glamour environments.

Material: HIPS + PET
Patterns available in: 3x3, 5x5, 10x10, 15x15, 20x20 and 30x30 cm
**signage line**
With clocks and exit sign in a banqueting hall

**image line**
With vinyl logo in a shopping center in Poland

**stainless steel line**
Multiple vertical with mirror effect in a mall

**standard line**
Multiple, painted RAL white in a telephone chain store

**wood line**
With wood panels in a chain food restaurant

**stainless steel line**
With mirror effect in a notary’s office of Paris

**image line**
With vinyl in a chain clothes shop